We propose a theoretical framework for thinking about score normalization, which confirms that normalization is not needed under (admittedly fragile) ideal conditions. If, however, these conditions are not met, e.g. under data-set shift between training and runtime, our theory reveals dependencies between scores that could be exploited by strategies such as score normalization. Indeed, it has been demonstrated over and over experimentally, that various ad-hoc score normalization recipes do work. We present a first attempt at using probability theory to design a generative score-space normalization model which gives similar improvements to ZT-norm on the text-dependent RSR 2015 database.
Introduction
Speaker recognition researchers have a love-hate relationship with score normalization. Purists regard it as a kludge. 1 Many researchers believe efforts are better spent elsewhere. 2 However, score normalization is often the only thing that helps in practice to reduce error-rates under non-ideal conditions, such as the data-set shift encountered in the most recent NIST SRE'16 evaluation [1, 2] .
Various flavours of score normalization have been published, for example T-norm [3] , adaptive T-norm [4] , ZTnorm [5] , S-norm [6] and adaptive S-norm [7] . The sharp intuition and clever engineering that have contributed to these recipes should not be undervalued-after all, they work and get the job done. However, we feel there is still a lack of theory for designing score normalization solutions. Indeed, it is often regarded as an art rather than a science-see for example "The awe and mystery of T-norm" [8] . The only informal theory seems to be based on the observation that the distributions of scores originating from different test segments (or different enrollments) can sometimes be mutually misaligned. Score normalization seeks to re-align these distributions via scaling and shifting.
In this paper, we make the following contributions. We explain why score normalization is not needed under ideal circumstances, when the recognition model is a good match for the data at runtime. We then motivate why score normalization could help under more challenging conditions, when there is a mismatch between model and data. Finally, we venture into a first attempt at using probability theory to design a new score normalization recipe. We do this by defining a simple generative score-space model that uses hidden variables to induce dependency between the trial-at-hand and some cohort scores. Once the model has been defined, probability theory does the rest of the job to find the normalization recipe. We conclude with experiments on RSR 2015 to demonstrate that our approach has practical merit.
Traditional score normalization
We shall confine ourselves to the canonical speaker recognition problem, where a trial, (e, t), is scored via a function s(e, t) → R, where e represents the enrollment speech of some speaker of interest, and t represents the test-speech, which may or may not be of that speaker. The speaker recognition system processes enrollment and test speech to extract the representations e and t. It also implements the scoring function s(e, t). In some systems, such as i-vector PLDA [6, 9] , e and t have the same form (often just i-vectors) and the scoring function is symmetric: s(e, t) = s(t, e). In other systems, the representations for e and t differ, which requires an asymmetric scoring function.
Symmetric scoring functions can be normalized with symmetric normalization recipes such as S-norm-while asymmetric normalization recipes, such as T-norm and ZT-norm can be applied to both symmetric and asymmetric scoring functions. In the interest of generality below, we assume asymmetric scoring. For later reference, we briefly summarize two well-known score normalization recipes.
T-norm
We denote the trial-at-hand as (ẽ,t) and the corresponding raw score, ass = s(ẽ,t). The relatively simple T-norm [3] makes use of a cohort, E = {e
, populated by enrollments, e ′ i , of N other speakers, which we assume to be all different from the speaker(s) present in the trial-at-hand. The cohort scores:
(1) are formed by scoringt against the cohort. The normalized score is formed as:
where µ(t) and σ(t) are respectively the mean and standard deviation of St.
ZT-norm
ZT-norm is more complex. It scores the trial-at-hand against two different cohorts and also scores the cohorts against each other. One cohort is populated by enrollments: E = {e
, and the other is populated by test representations:
. Three sets of cohort scores are required:ẽ scored against T and t against E :
, and then also T against E for a matrix of inter cohort scores:
The zt-normalized score is computed by sequentially composing two normalization steps of the form (2) . See [5, 10] for details. Of interest here, is that the normalized score is a function ofs, as well as all the cohort scores, Sẽ, St, SI . Adaptive score normalizations use similar score sets as input [4, 7] .
Theory and motivation
We present a theoretical motivation for doing score normalization, based on conditional independence analysis. The basic question is: Given the raw score, are the cohort scores also relevant to better infer the speaker hypothesis for the trial-athand? For generality, let us consider the full set of cohort scores, St, Sẽ and SI as used by ZT-norm and adaptive score normalization.
In figure 1 , we use graphical model notation [11] to reason about conditional independence relationships. The shaded nodes represent the various observed scores, the cohort scores, as well as the score for the trial-at-hand,s. These scores will be our inputs for computing the normalized score. Hypothesis labels for all cohort scores are assumed given (traditionally all non-targets). At normalization time, the original data for the trial-at-hand e,t and the cohorts, E , T are no longer available and are now hidden, 3 as indicated by clear circles. The object of the whole exercise is to infer the value of the hidden speaker hypothesis for the trial-at-hand: 4 h ∈ {target, non-target} Let Θ denote the parameters of a probabilistic generative model that is assumed to have generated all of the data. For now, we consider Θ as given. A hypothesis prior,
is also given. Let us now apply the rules for dependency in graphical models [11] to see if we can find dependency betweeñ h and the cohort scores. That is, we want to know if the computation P (h |s, π) suffices for inference ofh, or if we need everything that is given: P (h |s, St, Sẽ, SI, π, Θ).
Dependency can 'flow' along or against any arrow, but can be 'blocked' at some nodes, depending on whether the nodes are observed or not. Dependency at any observed node, O, is blocked along paths of the forms → O → and ← O →. Dependency is also blocked along paths of the form → N ← for any node N , if neither N , nor any of its descendants are observed. When these rules are applied to figure 1, we find that: Yes, there are dependency paths fromh to Θ and to all the cohort scores. At first glance it therefore looks as if we should always be doing score normalization. But this ignores the special nature of the scores that are computed under ideal circumstances.
Ideal circumstances
Perusal of figure 1 shows that as long as Θ is given, we have:
Intuitively, cohorts E and T (and any scores computed from them) are independent observations of speakers different from the speaker(s) in the trial-at-hand. If Θ is given, data from the cohorts are not needed to learn more about Θ, and the cohorts will be of no further help in the trial-at-hand. Now consider the ideal score, namely the log-likelihood-ratio:
in which case we can apply Bayes' rule to see:
where σ(s) = 1 1+e −s and logit π = log π 1−π . Combining (3) and (5), we find the normalization killer equation:
We have shown that if the scoring function properly computes the likelihood-ratio, using the same model parameters that are assumed to have generated all the data, then everything buts, π is irrelevant to inferringh. In this case, the raw score,s, is also the final score. When i-vector PLDA is trained on large amounts of indomain data [12, 13] , it seems we are close to this ideal, because score normalization usually does not improve accuracy under those circumstances, although calibration may still be required.
Non-ideal circumstances
It is not hard to come up with excuses for score normalization. The above ideal circumstances are fragile. If, for any reason, the scoring function is different from (4), then the special property (5) does not apply and dependency flows fromh through e andt to the cohort scores. There are several reasons why the scoring function can be different from (4), such as:
• The recognition model is too complex and we have to resort to approximate scoring.
• The recognition model is a poor fit to the data.
• The recognition model has been trained on too little data and the parameter estimate is inaccurate.
• There is data-set shift between the training data and the trial-at-hand, where we may encounter, for example, new languages and recording channels.
In our experiments on RSR 2015 below, the first and possibly the second reasons explain the need for score normalization. All of these circumstances mean that, in practice, the true Θ that generated the data is not available for scoring and should therefore be considered hidden. A principled inference forh must then be of the form:
The take-home message is simply that the cohort scores should be used in some way.
Probabilistic score normalization
Once committed to score normalization, we need to find a way to compute P (h |s, St, Sẽ, SI , π). This generalizes score calibration [14] , which merely computes P (h |s, π). For reasons of simplicity and computational efficiency-just as in calibration-we will be ignoring the real, complex, mechanisms that produce the scores and instead resort to a simple scorespace model. A brute-force solution could discriminatively train a nonlinear binary classifier with a cross-entropy criterion. This would be a non-linear logistic regression that processes all of the score inputs to produce a log-likelihood-ratio output score. The disadvantages include: (i) difficulty in designing the functional form, especially for cohorts of variable sizes, (ii) how to avoid specialization to the cohorts used in training, (iii) a large parameter count, which increases vulnerability to over-fitting and to data-set shift.
We choose the generative alternative, where we explicitly model dependencies between the scores and between scores and hypotheses. This has the advantage over the discriminative solution, that once the model has been defined, the functional form for the score can be derived by following the rules of probability theory. Variable sizes of cohorts present no problem. As we will show, we can define a model with very few trainable parameters. The danger of specializing on a given cohort choice at training time is not encountered because there is no notion of a cohort at training time.
One way to induce a general dependency between scores is to simply do Bayesian score calibration [15] , where the score calibration parameters are marginalized out. This model, however, is too simple because it has no concept of trial sides that induce structured dependencies between subsets of scores.
We decided, instead, to roughly try to emulate the look-andfeel of ZT-norm, with a model that associates a hidden variable, xi with every enrollment representation, ei, and another hidden variable, yj , with every test speech representation tj . The hidden variables can be scalars, or smallish vectors. At training time this model can be represented as in figure 2 .
The training data is a K-by-L matrix of scores, {sij } K,L i,j=1 , with associated hypothesis labels hij , obtained by scoring K enrollments against every one of L test representations. The model is defined via the joint distribution:
In our experiments below we generalize training to make use of multiple independent score matrices. The training proce- Figure 2 : Normalization model at training time.
dure depends on the model complexity. For the linear-Gaussian model presented below, we use an EM algorithm.
Scoring
At runtime, the model is rearranged as in figure 3 , where the cohort score sets are Sẽ, St, SI , as defined above. The hidden variables are represented as X = {xi} and Y = {yj }. The observed data can still be viewed as a rectangular score matrix, where Sẽ and St occupy the same row and column, respectively, ass. We assume all hypothesis labels are given except forh, which must be inferred as:
where s * is the normalized score, computed as the loglikelihood-ratio:
Evaluation of this expression requires marginalization over the hidden variables, the complexity of which depends on the model. For the linear-Gaussian model presented below, we find a closed-form solution.s 
Linear-Gaussian normalization model
To enjoy closed-form training and scoring, we implemented a simple, linear-Gaussian [16] version of the general model described above. The hidden variables xi and yj are multivariate random variables of dimension D and have independent standard Gaussian priors. In the likelihood, the score means are linear functions of the hidden variables:
where all of µij ∈ {µtar, µnon}, αij ∈ {αtar, αnon}, βij ∈ {βtar, βnon} and σij ∈ {σtar, σnon} agree with hij ∈ {target, non-target}. The model therefore has a total of 4 + 4D trainable parameters. Notice if αij = βij = 0, the model simplifies to a Gaussian calibration model [14] . In training, the hidden-variable posterior is essential to the EM algorithm. Due to explaining away, the hidden variables are dependent in the posterior. If we denote by z, the vector of stacked hidden variables, xi followed by the yj, the posterior can be written as the multivariate Gaussian:
where S and H denote all scores and labels and where
where A, B are block-diagonal and where A, B, C, γx, γy have elements:
The model is trained using an EM algorithm with minimum divergence [17] . The runtime scoring formula can be obtained conveniently in terms of the hidden-variable posterior, by application of the candidate's formula [18] . The numerator and denominator of (10) are the marginal distributions for all scores (K × L cohort scores + trial at hands), S, given all labels (cohort + hypothesizedh), H:
In situations where all scores between the cohort and the trialat-hand are non-targets, we only need to pre-compute and Cholesky-factorize the posterior precision matrix twice, once for each value ofh. This gives fast, vectorized scoring that can be applied to large sets of evaluation trials.
Experiments
We evaluate our score model on the RSR 2015 corpus [19] . Part I of the corpus consists of 143 female and 157 male speakers speaking 30 prompted phrases during 9 recording sessions. The dataset is split equally into background, development and evaluation sets with non-overlapping speakers. Our text-dependent speaker recogniser is a GMM-UBM system with eigenchannel compensation, similar to [20] . Gender-dependent systems are trained on the background and development sets. We train a score normalization model on the development set for each gender. Each model is trained on a collection of 30 phrase-specific score matrices to exclude cross-phrase trials. At runtime, the same development sets are used for genderdependent score normalization cohorts. We also report results only on the same-phrase trials.
It is interesting to note that the hidden variables account for a significantly higher portion of the target score variance (νtar = α In Figure 4 we compare raw, un-normalized scores and ZTnorm against our score normalization with scalar (LGSM 1D) and 2-dimensional hidden variables (LGSM 2D). Our score model improves results everywhere relative to raw scores and performs similar or better than ZT-norm in spite of the limitation that our model can only shift scores. 
Calibration
Alert readers may wonder whether this model naturally gives calibrated scores.
Since the normalized scores are log likelihood-ratios, this should theoretically be the case. As a sanity check, we found this to hold for synthetically generated data. On RSR data, our normalized scores were better calibrated than raw and ZT-norm scores in the low false-alarm region, but this was not consistent at all operating points. This suggests our model may not have enough capacity to properly model all aspects of real scores. We hope future work, with more sophisticated models, may improve this.
Conclusion
We proposed a framework for reasoning about, and designing score normalization models in a principled, probabilistic manner. Our first implementation of a simple linear-Gaussian score model excercises this approach on real data and achieves results comparable to existing score normalization algorithms.
Future work includes developing non-linear score models in which hidden variables can have non-linear effect on the scores.
